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Sleepless, Workless & Homeless 
in Seattle (July 2018)

¨ Celebrity & Priestly Tech-Creatives exemplifying 
libertarian Silicon Valley ethics like Jeff Bezos’ 
Amazon re-create the workplace as all-enclosing 
environments & echo-chambers for tech-creatives.

¨ This AI based ‘Surveillance Capitalism’ (Zuboff) or 
Culture of Surveillance, (Lyon) overrides democracy 
& disconnects them & externalises costs onto 
Seattle’s homeless. It also disconnects their poorly 
paid drones work from embodiment, relationship, 
location among Seattle’s homeless at Dandenong’s 
‘Fulfilment’ Centre. 



‘Creative destruction’ 
questions viability of vocation
¨ Today’s intersecting waves of economic, technocratic & 

ecological change in cities like Seattle, Miami & New 
York & companies like Amazon demand accounting 
for costs of ‘creative destruction’ & disruption through 
precarious work & dehumanising of stable vocation .

¨ Vaunting of the new priesthood of celebrity creatives 
and tech-preneurs who monopolise calling/vocation in 
liquid modernity can lead to rapid role changes for 
others and difficulty maintaining long-term relational 
& role stability & responsibility. Precarity & vocational 
fragility challenges Luther’s more creational, medieval 
& unchanging vocation?s arise whether vocation in a 
liquid, turbulent world is psychologically & spiritually 
sustainable. These ?s require robust resources for re-
humanising precarious work as pictured below but are 
addressable within a more socially dynamic trinitarian 
(Preece & Volf) & justification-based framework 
(Benne)



Sold Last of the Autumnal Colours 2018, watercolour on handmade paper,

https://www.flg.com.au/sites/default/files/Ackland_Last-of-the-Autumnal-Colours_2018_watercolour-on-handmade-paper-30x30%2520%2524850.jpg
https://www.flg.com.au/art/last-autumnal-colours


Vocational destruction by Tech-
Creative’s monopolisation? 

¨ Destructive developments since Richard Florida’s 
Rise of the Creative Class (2002) with its 3Ts – Talent, 
Technology & Tolerance have led to his mea culpa, 
The New Urban Crisis (2018). Interviewed by Paul 
Solman ('Is the “creative class” saving our 
cities…?', pbs. org, 1/6/17), Florida admits that, 
while clustering of ‘creative class’ – professionals 
in the arts, media, hi-tech - has brought growth & 
innovation to cities, it has also led to ‘the new 
urban crisis’ with massively rising real estate, 
school fees & development of a new creative class 
of hereditary wealth through monopolisation of 
land & learning. I would add Vocation.







‘10 reasons why we live in a “Post-
Vocational Age” – Almen, 1984

¨ ‘the decline of monasticism as a target for the idea of 
universal calling, the rise of scientism, secularization, 
privatization, American triumphalism and 
pragmatism, mass industrialism negating work as a 
personal contribution ... to God and others,’ capitalist 
ideological abuse of vocation, its hierarchical nature, 
and the World Council of Churches “Faith & Work” 
movement's elitist stress on vocation as ‘resolving big 
issues in power’. Cf Evangelical social activists today

¨ Since then I’d add: casualization, loss of class identity 
& decline of unions & manufacturing, disruptive 
capitalism, digital economy & precariat, robotization.



From Solid to Liquid Modernity
Zygmunt Bauman

¨ Solid Modernity

¨ Settled – Local

¨ Production Ethic (Reformation)

¨ Factory Solid(ar)ity, uniformity, 
unions (Fordism, pay well 2 buy)

¨ Instrumental Reason

¨ Career, Vocation, Continuity
, 

¨ Old Middle Class (PWE Burbos)

¨ Ideology and Class Politics

¨ Liquid Modernity

¨ Nomadic – Global

¨ Consumer Ethic (Romanticism)

¨ Portability (loss of commons - time 
& place – 24/7 economy, no 
penalty) 

¨ Imag’n, Creative Story, Florida’s 3Ts

¨ Care, Casual and S/T Project Work

¨ New Class (aesthetic, creative 
Bobos) 

¨ Identity (Feminist, Green, LGBTI) 
Politics



No More Vocation

¨ Z. Bauman, Liquid Modernity & Liquid Jobs & 
Liquid Love

¨ No more Vocation – ‘until further notice’

¨ Work, Consumerism & the New Poor, 1998.



Re-Meaning/Humanising of Vocation against 
Protestant Ethic Justification by Job

¨ a. Justification, in a form of ‘migration of the sacred’ (Wm 
Cavanaugh), increasingly became attached to having a job, 
preferably a good job or profession or profitable business. 
While Weber did recognise Luther as the founder of a this-
worldly lay notion of vocation not only clerical or monks’ 
work, he ignored the spiritual status of justification and 
assurance of salvation as the moral motivation of the early 
Protestant Work Ethic and its view of vocation as 
sanctification by loving and serving through earthly roles 
and responsibilities. 

¨ Lutheran theologian Robert Benne helpfully sees 
justification by faith as a way of freeing us from justification 
by a job, before God and others. 



No more justification by creative 
callings

¨ Bauman questions whether vocation in a liquid, turbulent 
world is psychologically & spiritually (& ecologically?) 
sustainable. Against this ‘expressive individualist’ elitism, 
where only creatives are considered ‘called’, Robert Benne 
helpfully pictures justification by faith (not work[s]) freeing 
us from justification by a job, both before God and others.

¨ For Benne, like Bonhoeffer,  ‘[f]reedom from idolatrous, 
ultimate work, means freedom for work as a penultimate 
good.  For those whose work is  absorbing and demanding, 
the gospel allows proper distance. For those whose work is 
routine  [or robotizable] the gospel frees  from [the anxiety] 
of earning their self-esteem before God. They serve 
neighbours in a matter of fact way.’ Cf Mt 25



The Precariat, Guy Standing

¨ Precarious work as the new reality is not just for 
the working class but  for academics, public 
servants to professionals (R&D Susskind, The 
Future of the Professions: How technology will 
transform the work of human experts OUP, 2015

¨ See R. Sennett, The Corrosion of Character 
- From long term vocations & virtues to short –term 
- Cf. Rico’s computer-hi-tech work with Italian father in a 

bakery’s deferred gratification for kids sake.
- Rico’s cosmopolitan, rootless life leads to fears his kids 

will succumb to the call of the mall, becoming mall-rats,
- He’s unable to incarnate his values vocationally for 

them, unlike his father.



Insecure Work & the  
Sharing/Gig/Uber Economy







Generational Justice @ work
Vocation vs Narcissism?

¨ Gen Y & vocational channel surfing
¨ ¼ life crisis
¨ Lauren Molan: ‘I resent Gen Y constantly being 

referred to as lazy & narcissistic. I don’t know 
many people from my parents or grandparents 
generations who’ve been expected to work for 
years … for free as “interns”, while living out of 
home & supporting themselves’. All generations 
need to put the ”who did it harder” argument to 
one side”. Every generation faced totally different 
obstacles & windfalls’.



Summary

¨ We’ve examined how increasing monopolisation of a 
sense of vocation by celebrity creatives and tech-
preneurs (e.g. Amazon) in liquid modernity often 
dehumanizes and destabilizes jobs. It is increasingly 
difficult to have a long-term sense of embodied 
relational role responsibility in real time and 
place/location. The sense of precarity and vocational 
fragility, at work & home, challenges Luther’s more 
medieval 16th century notion of unchanging, integrated 
vocation and raises questions whether ‘vocation’ is 
psychologically and spiritually sustainable. Work’s 
increasingly inhumane, Taylorist technological pace, 
unlike the slow pace of grace, tailored to fellowship, 
finitude and frailty, requires new and old theological 
resources for re-humanising it.



Creative Vocational Alternatives

¨ Responses include re-connecting to the 
psychological & social aspects of Justification 
by faith not Job, more biblical economic,inter-
generational & ecological households, via 
transition churches/parishes, serving God’s 
scattered people’s vocations not just western 
creatives & especially the majority world. 
These would be a start to countering cascading 
crises. ‘Creative’ forms of humane and creation 
care are as vocational as the most exalted art. 


